
 
 

How to balance a CRT 
 

CRT’s are very simple machines. In System One a CRT gets treated like a cashier that just sits on a wall or in a 
corner rather than a human in the cashier booth. 
 
Every day when you transfer meters you will get asked to enter the Opening float (what the CRT started with 
at the start of its shift) and the Closing float (what the CRT finished with at the end of its shift after paying out 
TITO tickets) 
 
System One will then create a cashier balancing sheet (Staff Name : CRT, shift number 9999) based off the 
Opening Float and Closing Float figures that you type in when you transfer meters. 
 
CRT’s cannot overpay or under pay a TITO ticket to a customer so here is a simple example of the math’s 
behind balancing a CRT : 
 

- Opening Float $52,000 
- (MINUS) TITO Tickets paid out $32,516.85 
- (EQUALS) Closing Float $19483.15 
- VARIANCE = $0.00 

 
There is only 3 simple things you need to check each day to make it balance which is:  

1. Opening Float figure 
2. TITO tickets it has paid out  
3. Closing Float 

 
If a CRT shift does not balance the first thing we suggest to check is the total amount of TITO tickets and the 
monetary value that it has paid out for the day. 
 
You should be printing out an audit report everyday from your CRT machine and making sure the TITO Tickets 
paid out (sometimes called Tickets to Cash on your CRT report) match’s the System One figure. 
 
To see the CRT Tickets in System One go to: 

- Input Data 
- Cashier Tickets/TITO 
- Change the SHIFT NAME TO CRT 
- Click on Retrieve 

 
Down the bottom of the page we will display the total amount of tickets accepted and the monetary value of 
all the tickets for the day 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
As we can see the TITO Ticket count is 170 tickets with a value of $41,729.05 
 
Please check that this match’s the CRT Audit report, if it does not match you may have to add or delete some 
TITO Tickets. 
 
If the TITO Ticket count and value both match between System One and the CRT audit report then you know 
most likely that your Opening Float or Closing Float is incorrect. 
 
The only other thing that can effect a CRT balancing sheet is Short pays. These are to be made as a NEGATIVE 
adjustment under the short pay box on the CRT cashier balancing sheet in System One which should 
correspond to the POSITIVE short pay values on your other cashier balancing sheets. 
 
Short pay’s should be put in the short pays box on your normal cashier shift on the cashier station and not put 
in as a TITO Ticket. 


